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This manuscript describes the overall motivation and description of the requested documentation and variables for the sea ice part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP). Overall, I feel this is a very good descriptive paper and should be considered for publication subject to a few minor revisions which I have listed here.

1. The concept of "extensive" and "intensive" variables is still a bit confusing to me. I can think of examples such at top melting on sea ice (sidmassmelttop) that I could argue either way. I would request that in the appendices C-F the authors add the label of extensive or intensive to the variables, so that we in the community can be on the same page.

2. The concept of sea ice freeboard is interesting and challenging even for the remote sensing community. I believe more description should be added here so as to make it clear what satellite product(s) we would be comparing the models against.

3. Another issue is that most models that I am aware of do not keep track of terms for the sea ice and snow on top of sea ice separately. I would recommend that the following be expanded/clarified as to what is preferred: sidmassevapsubl and sndmassdyn. I know that in the CICE model we do not separate these for sea ice/snow.

Note that while I checked Excellent for scientific reproducibility, I believe this should actually be N/A.
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